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LP2019-51626-MEMORIAL CAUSEWAY-CLEARWATER-FL
STRAIGHT SECTION (PIERS 4 to 6)

VI-R8

Luminaire Schedule
Symbol Qty Label Arrangement LLF Description Lum. Watts Lum. Lumens

48 RC SINGLE 0.950 LBX HO-(VOLT)-RGBW-XN-(FINISH)-(CONTROL)-WHIP-UL 200 7624
10 RN SINGLE 0.950 LBM-(VOLT)-RGBW-FL-(FINISH)-(CONTROL)-WHIP-UL 25 1012
10 SA SINGLE 0.950 LQL-VOLT-RGBW-NAS-(FINISH)-(MOUNTING)-(CONTROL)-WHIP-UL 50 2486
32 SB SINGLE 0.950 LQG-VOLT-RGBW-NAS-(FINISH)-(MOUNTING)-(CONTROL)-WHIP-UL 100 3099
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Luminaire Schedule
Symbol Qty Label Arrangement LLF Description Lum. Watts Lum. Lumens

48 RC SINGLE 0.950 LBX HO-(VOLT)-RGBW-XN-(FINISH)-(CONTROL)-WHIP-UL 200 7624
4 RE SINGLE 0.950 LBX HO-(VOLT)-RGBW-NS-(FINISH)-(CONTROL)-WHIP-UL 200 8197
12 RG SINGLE 0.950 LBX RO-(VOLT)-RGBW-NS-(FINISH)-(CONTROL)-WHIP-UL 140 5615
3 RM SINGLE 0.950 LBM-(VOLT)-RGBW-WFL-(FINISH)-(CONTROL)-WHIP-UL 25 893
6 RN SINGLE 0.950 LBM-(VOLT)-RGBW-FL-(FINISH)-(CONTROL)-WHIP-UL 25 1012
30 SA SINGLE 0.950 LQL-VOLT-RGBW-NAS-(FINISH)-(MOUNTING)-(CONTROL)-WHIP-UL 50 2486
16 SB SINGLE 0.950 LQG-VOLT-RGBW-NAS-(FINISH)-(MOUNTING)-(CONTROL)-WHIP-UL 100 3099
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